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Abstract

We study the embeddings of a finite p-group U into Sylow p-subgroups of Sym({7) induced
by the right regular representation p: U —» Sym(C/). It turns out that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the chief series in U and the Sylow p-subgroups of Sym(l/) containing
Up. Here, the Sylow p-subgroup Pj; of Sym(t/) corresponding to the chief series £ in U is
characterized by the property that the intersections of Up with the terms of any chief series
in P E form T,p. Moreover, we see that p: U —• P E are precisely the kinds of embeddings used
in a previous paper to construct the non-trivial countable algebraically closed locally finite
p-groups as direct limits of finite p-groups.

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc): 20 D 15, 20 B 35.

1. Introduction

Let U < G be finite p-groups. A chief series 1 = f/0 < U\ < • • • < Um = U in U

is said to be induced by the chief series 1 = Go < G\ < • • • < Gn — G in G, if

{U D Gj\0 < j <n} = {Ui\0 <i< m}. Since chief factors of finite p-groups are

cyclic of order p, every chief series in G induces a chief series in U.

In [3, Section 3] we have developed a uniform construction which yields, for

any chief series E in U, a finite p-group Gs > U such that every chief series in G

induces E in U. In this situation we say that Gs controls S. The construction

is a successive application of Frobenius embeddings into wreath products, and
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the group Gs obtained in this way is isomorphic to the Sylow p-subgroups of
the symmetric group Sym(J7) on U.

Now, it can already be read off from [2, page 487] that there is a close con-
nection between Frobenius embeddings and right regular representations. Thus,
the question arises how id: U —* G E is related to the embeddings of U into
Sylow p-subgroups of Sym(C/) obtained from the right regular representation
p: U —*• Sym(f7). It is the aim of the present note to show that this relation is as
nice as one can hope for. We will see that, for any Sylow p-subgroup P of Sym({7)
containing Up, the embedding p: U —• P is of one of the types "id: U —> G E " ,
and this will amount to the following result.

THEOREM. Let p: U —> Sym(f/) be the right regular representation of a finite
p-group U.

(a) Every Sylow p-subgroup of Sym(U) containing Up controls a chief series
in Up.

(b) For every chief series £ in U there exists precisely one Sylow p-subgroup
of Sym(C/) which contains Up and controls T,p.

In particular, the number of chief series in U coincides with the number of
Sylow p-subgroups of Sym(C7) containing Up.

In [3, Section 4] we have developed a construction for each of the two (isomor-
phism types of) non-trivial countable algebraically closed locally finite p-groups
as direct limits of finite p-groups Gn, n € INI, which are iterated wreath products
of the cyclic group Cp of order p, and where the embeddings Gn —* Gn+i are
essentially of one of the types "id: U —> G E " - Now, our Theorem says that these
embeddings quasi are right regular representations. Therefore, the resemblance
of the above constructions to P. Hall's construction of the countable universal
locally finite group [1] is even closer than expected then.

As finite nilpotent groups are direct products of finite p-groups, we will also
be able to derive the following

COROLLARY. Let p: U —> Sym(U) be the right regular representation of a
finite nilpotent •K-group U.

(a) Every maximal nilpotent subgroup of Sym([/) containing Up controls a
chief series in each prime component of Up.

(b) For every tuple (E p ) p e w , where Ep is a chief series in the p-component
of U, there exists precisely one maximal nilpotent subgroup of Sym([/) which
contains Up and controls Epp for each p GTT.

Note that, in the Corollary, every nilpotent subgroup of Sym(C/) containing
Up is also a 7r-group [4, page 61, Lemma 24].
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The author would like to thank Professor Dr. B . Hupper t for suggesting the
study of the above relationships.

2. The connection

Concerning wreath products we will adopt the notation introduced in [3, Sec-
tion 2]. Recall that, for any finite group U of order pm, the Sylow p-subgroups
of Sym([/) are isomorphic as permutation groups to the iterated wreath product
Spm of m cyclic groups of order p, which is defined recursively by

SpO = 1 and 5pm = Spm-i wrCp.

We say that 0: U —> Sp™ is an iterated Frobenius embedding, if it can be
obtained recursively by the following process: Given a normal subgroup V of
index p in U and an iterated Frobenius embedding <j>0: V —> Spm-i, choose an
isomorphism 7: U/V —> Cp and a transversal T — {<yu|u € U} of V in U such
that V • tvu = Vu; then <t>:U—* Spm = Spm-i wrCp is defined by

u^ = ((Vuh,/ t t) forallwef/,

where
U(Vu'h) = ( W « - • « • tyl)<j>o for all u' € U.

It is well known that U<j> is a transitive subgroup of Spm (see [2, pages 487-488]).
Note that, if GE is the finite p-supergroup of U attached to the chief series S in
U by [3, Construction 3.1], then there exists an isomorphism GT. —> Spm whose
restriction to U is an iterated Frobenius embedding.

We now come to the key observation.

LEMMA. Let p: U —> Sym(U) be the right regular representation of a finite
group U of order pm. If P is a Sylow p-subgroup o/Sym(f/) containing Up, then
there exists an isomorphism a: P —• Spm such that pa: U —* 5pm is an iterated
Frobenius embedding.

PROOF. Let m > 1. Choose any permutation group isomorphism

0: Spn. —P.

Let B be the image of the base group of Spm = Spm-i wrCp under /3. Then U
is the disjoint union of the orbits f2o,..., fip-i under B, and |Qr| = pm~1 for
0 < r < p— 1. Since Up acts transitively on U, there exists a normal subgroup V
of index p in U such that Vp = UpflB. Fix u € U\V. Since Vp acts transitively
on each coset Vur, we may assume that Qr = Vur.
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Now, B = Bo x • • • x Bp-i where Br is the pointwise stabilizer of U\Vur in
B. Let d be the image of an element from the top group of Spm under /? such
that upGd- B. Clearly,

B ^ =Br for 0 < r < p - 1.

Put

where
brt3eB0 f o r O < s < p - l .

Next, if we identify Sym(V) canonically with the pointwise stabilizer of U\V in
Sym(f7), then the right regular representation po: V —• Sym(V) embeds V into
the Sylow p-subgroup BQ of Sym(V). Hence, proceeding by induction over m,
we may assume that there does already exist an isomorphism «o: Bo ~* Spm-i
such that pooto'- V —• Spm-i is an iterated Frobenius embedding. Let Cp — (c).
Define an isomorphism r/: P —• Spm = Spm-i wrCp via

Ls=o J

where bs G Bo and f(cs) = baao for 0 < s < p — 1. Now, let a: P —* 5pm be
conjugation with

followed by ?y. Let us calculate pa: U —* Sp™ to show that it is an iterated
Frobenius embedding.

In the following, w will be an element from V. Observe that

W = \w\{uTp) = [wcr]{bl.dP) = [wcTjx-1 for 1 < r < p - 1,

while wu° = w = [wja;"1 = [tud0]!"1. Thus,

(*) [tyur]a; = McT for 0 < r < p - 1.

For every u e V, we conclude that

[wcT^x-1 -vp-x) (=} [iyur](vp •*) = [«»• u(u~r) • ur]x

(=} [w • t;(""r)](f = H(t;(""rVo • (T).

Hence,
p-i

« ^ = n(w(u~")ft>)rf'eB,
s=0

and thus
vpa = vpxr\ = (1,/„) where fv{cs) = w(u '^
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Furthermore,

[wd7](i~1 • up • x) (= [wur](up • x) = [wur+1]x

( ^ [w]cT+1 for 0 < r < p - 2,

while

[wdP-^x-1 -up-x) ( ^ \wv?-x]{up • x) = [wup]x

= wup = \w](uppo).

Hence, upx = d • uppo, and thus upa = upxr) = (c, /„) where

1 else.

Straightforward calculations yield that the iterated Frobenius embedding
<j>:U —* Spm obtained from choosing <f>o = Po«o> !'• Vu |-> c and T = {ur\0 <
r < p — 1} satisfies u<j> = upa and v<f> = vpa for every v € V.

3. Proof of the Theorem

Part (a) is a consequence of the Lemma and of [3, Theorem 3.3].
To prove part (b), let

Z:l = Uo<U1<-<Um = U

be a fixed chief series in the finite group U of order p m . Choose an i terated

Frobenius embedding <)>: U —* Spm. Now, 5pm is a permuta t ion group on the set

C^ m ) =CpxCp x ••• xCp of order p m .

Since U<j> acts transitively on Cp , there exists for each x € Cp a unique

u e U with x = [\]{u<j>). Therefore, an embedding a: Spm —> Sym(U) is given

by

[1]((M((7<7))0) = [l](u<A • g) for every j 6 S r

It is easy to see tha t the diagram

U — P - ^ Sym(C/)

commutes. And by [3, Theorem 3.3], every chief series of Sp™ induces H<j> in U<j>,
whence Spm<r is a Sylow p-subgroup of Sym(C/) which contains Up and controls
Ep.

Now, for the proof of the uniqueness, let m > 1, and let P be a Sylow p-
subgroup of Sym(?7) which contains Up and controls Ep. From the Lemma and
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[3, Theorem 3.9(a)] we obtain t ha t Uip = Z(P). In particular, P is a Sylow

p-subgroup of the centralizer C of U\p in Sym(f/) . Denote epimorphic images

modulo f/i by bars . Fix x e Ui\l. Then xp is the product of the pm~l disjoint

p-cycles

(,a — {uux • • • uxp~1) where u EU.

Define the homomorphism 7: C —> Sym(?7) via

£[U](T-T) = T~l " fu • T for all u € U and every T EC.

7 is an epimorphism; for if v G Sym({7) and £s = (2fi)i • • • 2u,p), then the permu-
tation T EC, given by [2«,t]r = zrut/,t for all u EU and 1 < » < p, is a preimage
of v under 7 in C.

Clearly,

U€U

Let 7: C/iV —* Sym(f7) be the isomorphism induced by 7. Denote by
p: U -+ Sym([7) the right regular representation. Since each element of Up\l
moves every symbol from U, it is obvious that Up (IN = Upp. Hence, p induces
an embedding 77: U/Ui —* C/N.

Regard any g €U. Because of x G Ui < Z(U) we have

{OP)'1 • in • (gp) = {9P)'1 • (u u s • • • ux"-1) • (gp)

= (ug ugx • • • ugxp ) = £&§ for every uEU.

Therefore, [u](<7/?7) = ug, whence

[U](</T/7) = ug= [u](g~p) for every u E U.

Thus, the diagram

U —P-^ Sym(C7)

C/N

commutes.
Next, observe that AT is a normal p-subgroup of C. So, N < P. Further, P/N

is a Sylow p-subgroup of C/N which contains Ur\ and controls the chief series

E : 1 = Uir) < Uit] < ••• < Umrf = Urj

in U. Because of \P: N\ = |Spm-i|, this implies that (P/N)i is a Sylow p-
subgroup of Sym(U) which contains Up and controls Up. Using induction over
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m, we may assume t h a t (P/N)~f is uniquely determined by these propert ies . Bu t
then, P/N and P are uniquely determined too.

4. Proof of the Corollary

Every maximal nilpotent subgroup N of Sym(J7) containing Up is transitive.
Therefore, [4, page 61, Lemma 24] yields that iV is a 7r-group. Let

P and N=]\NP

be the decompositions of U and N into their p-components Upiesp.Np. Since
Uqp < Nq for all q € TT, we have

[wp • wP']a — [wp](wp'p • a) = [wp](<7 • wp>p) = wpa • wv>

for every a € Np and all wp € Up, wp> € Ylq^p Uq. Thus, the cosets of Uv in U
are precisely the transitivity systems of Np.

Let Pp. Up —> Sym(C/p) be the right regular representation, and define an
embedding p: U —> Y\pen Sym([/P) via

Further, let r : Flpg^ Sym(C/p) —> Sym(f/) be the embedding given by

r : (CTP)P€W I-* a where <r: (up)pe f f >-> (upap)pev.

Then the diagram

[/ —£—» Sym(f/)

El Sym(t/P)
p€f

commutes, and the preceding observations show that every maximal nilpotent
subgroup of Sym(J7) containing Up lies in the image of r. Therefore, it suffices to
prove the Corollary for p: U —> Ilpe* Svm(C/p) in place of p: U —» Sym(f/). But
this is easily accomplished by applications of the Theorem to the right regular
representations pp: Up —» Sym(C/p), since the p-component of every maximal
nilpotent subgroup of I~IPe7r Sym(J7p) containing Up is a Sylow p-subgroup of
Sym(f/P) (see [4, page 61, Lemma 25]).
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